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As year-end approaches, market
anticipation is building for upcom-
ing 2015 product launches. Within

this anticipated wave of innovation comes
deeply researched, complex biopharma-
ceuticals, new improvements in efficacy
delivery, and continued angst in the com-
plexity and direction of market access.
Although these increasingly complex 
variables are occupying much of the 
conversation surrounding the 2015
launches, demand planning integration
with trade partners should remain a 
foundational focus during your next prod-
uct launch to ensure that market share is
efficiently captured, maximized, and 
measurably sustained.

Today, launch demand planning requires
an integrated approach to succeed. Trade
partners across the supply chain continue
to seek new levels of efficiency to 
navigate changing economics. With the
supply chain evolving quickly, it is pivotal
that your product launches be firmly inte-
grated in your trade partners’ agenda.

Tactically, the formula for success requires
aligning commercial and operational 
variables to ensure that balance is reached
between your trade partners’ efficiencies
and those of your organization. The 
following are six key steps to consider
when integrating demand plan excellence
with your trade partners:

1. Know your numbers and critical path

It is useful to plot out the concurrent
processes and dependencies in the

critical path in addition to having a
strong handle on your cost factors.
Timing, along with these numbers,
will ensure that you remain grounded
for the trade decisions that follow.

2. Determine who’s who

Identify all the trade partners through-
out the supply chain that will be
involved in the product trade.

3. Facilitate a meeting of the minds 

Meet with your trade partners to 
ascertain their needs for attaining your
launch objectives. This is a crucial
step that will also act as a cross-check
for your plan to identify any missing
variables. By working to manage
launch risk upfront, trade partners will
be more engaged to support your plan.
A few variables to be well versed in
when speaking to your trade partners
are:

I.  Reimbursement programs, timing,
and planned impact on demand

II.  Market size and anticipated 
market share targets

III.  Profile of the target patient to
determine areas of demand focus

IV.  The impact that the product’s 
dosing regime has on demand

V.  Licensing requirements 
(where applicable)
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4. Uphold effective communication

Clearly communicate the launch
and ensure the content is relevant
to the respective trade partners.
This may require multiple com-
munications, as single multi-
stakeholder communications
often cause more confusion than
clarity and can be costly to correct
mid-launch.

5. Keep stakeholders updated and
aligned to plan changes 

A sales force on the ground 
driving uptake before the product
is available in the supply chain
can deplete the launch budget
unnecessarily and hurt reputa-
tions.

6. Know your results quickly and
celebrate successes

Timely business intelligence is
key in managing the launch plan
and is invaluable to nurturing
long-term market share.
Additionally, always recognize
your trade partners’ contributions
to the success of the launch.
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Following these six key steps will support your plan towards commercial success and help you to stay
meaningfully engaged with your quickly evolving trade partners.  

To learn more about the importance of these launch variables or how to further integrate demand planning
in your organization using Pangaea’s trade expertise, contact us at info@pangaea-consultants.com 
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